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Screenshot: David Murphy As an iPhone user with a Gmail address, I envy all Android owners who get to use dark mode in their Gmail apps. Although Google claims that such magic is available on iOS, I have never seen an option and I am not alone. So I'm enjoying a bit of schadenfreude on the recent
reports that dark mode has and disappeared in some cases the Gmail app on Android.Worry no, Android users: This does not seem to be a permanent change, just a bug. It's undoubtedly a jarring and annoying one though; The bright theme is stored in Gmail no matter what system theme you choose for
Android. So far, there doesn't seem to be a clear solution to restoring the dark switch mode to Gmail (via the hamburger icon of the zgt; Settings of the total settings of the theme). If that's not enough for you, first try rebooting your Android phone and pulling up the Gmail app again. You can also experiment
with the power of closing the Gmail app through the settings of the apps and the Gmail notifications of the Force Stop (on my Pixel, at least; the exact steps can vary for your particular Android). For a faster option, click on the app icon and tap the information icon. If the forced wash app doesn't restore
dark mode, you can also try to clear the app's cache (through the Storage menu and cache). If your phone is rooted, one Android police commentator has another potential fix:... You can open the file /data/data/com.google.android.gm/share... and set the name DarkThemeSupport__dark_theme_support
true. You can also try forcing a dark mode through the developer's settings. Lift up the settings about the phone and then scroll down and click on the build number a bunch of times to unlock the developer's settings. Go back to the settings main screen, click on System, click on Advanced, and click on the
developer's settings (again, on Pixel; your steps may vary). Once there, look for the Hardware section accelerated rendering and turn on the section Override Power-Dark. This may make some of your other apps look ugly, but if it returns dark mode to Gmail at the moment, it's a fair compromise. If none of
these options work, you can always try using another email app until Google pushes to fix it. Outlook and Spark are two great alternatives that both come with dark modes. While it feels a bit like giving up, everything is better than an annoying, bright screen. Today Google has launched a dark mode for
Android and iOS Gmail apps. If you're already using Android 10 or iOS 13, the dark mode on Gmail will get system-level support. When the user turns on the dark In the Settings app, the Gmail app will also change to Dark mode. In addition, if the user allows the power saving mode on Pixel, Gmail will
also automatically switch to dark mode. If a user uses an earlier version for Android or iOS, some settings are required. If you want to check, check Dark mode online, you can open a dark mode by opening Gmail by clicking Settings, and then find a new option on the Topics page. If you don't see this
option, don't worry. Google said in a press release that the dark mode will be released on Android and iOS during an extended deployment of 15 days or more. Thus, users should wait patiently for a while. Dark mode is the latest trend for all things digital. Everywhere you look, it seems people are using
dark mode for their operating systems and applications. Fortunately, there is also a dark Gmail mode, so you can keep your preferred theme no matter where you go. Here we show you how to turn on the dark Gmail mode, use the black Gmail theme, change the Gmail theme back if you don't like it, and
surface some apps that you might prefer Gmail for your desktop. Does Gmail have a dark mode? Let's first discuss the difference between night mode and dark mode. True night mode turns the display dark when it's dark outside. During the day you will see the light mode; It's dark at night. Mac's macOS
system has this feature for apps and the look of the system, but this does not apply to Gmail, which is a browser-based app. Google doesn't have the true Gmail night mode option, but has a dark Gmail mode. Dark mode is a theme you can use and it leaves your Gmail dark all the time. There are actually
several different dark modes, but some are them themed; The terminal theme, for example, is a dark mode with a cute terminal tip in the top left corner. Is there a dark mode for Gmail? Yes. Night mode? Sorry, no. As you turn on the dark Gmail mode on your desktop to enable dark Gmail mode, you first
have to access Gmail through your browser. Here's how to do it: Open the browser. Go to Gmail. (You can go gmail.google.com, or go to Google.com and select Gmail from the top right corner of the main screen.) Log in if you need While in Gmail, select the gear icon in the top right corner of the Gmail
screen Select 'Themes' of 'View all'Scroll down until you see a black rectangle. Hover over it will show the word dark. Choose the Dark Choice theme Save That's all you need to do! Your Gmail theme is dark now. The background is black, and the mailbox area is lighter than gray. Keep in mind that the
messages themselves will not have a black or gray background. Each post will still have a white background, so the dark theme is really only satisfying when you're not viewing the message. If you want a true dark mode experience, we offer Canary Mail. Unlike Gmail, Canary Mail is dark throughout, and
hails from Mac. The app also has some handy features, such as Inbox Canary Mail learns over time which emails or contacts are most important or interesting to you, and surface them at the top of your inbox so you don't lose in the mix. Canary Mail is also much more secure than Gmail using all-to-end
default encryption. Gmail encryption is actually very weak, only if both parties use their own encryption method. Another email app we really enjoy Unibox. Its main feature is the grouping of emails by contacts. Instead of an inbox full of messages that you have to wade through, Unibox organizes all your
emails by the sender. This allows you to focus on people rather than email; it's very similar to using a messaging service like iMessage, except for its email. All emails from a person are displayed in the stream, so you can refer to the former chat as needed. And yes, both apps work with Gmail. Don't worry
there! Dark Mode Gmail for iOS Gmail is a popular email client for iOS, and only recently added the ability to use dark mode. Apple made dark mode available to developers more than a year ago! What took Google so long is a guess. And don't be surprised if you don't see the opportunity for dark mode in
Gmail for iOS. The deployment has just been completed and it is a switch on the server side. It may not yet have reached your device - or you may need to upgrade your iPhone. Here's how to switch dark mode to Gmail on iOS: Run the Gmail app on the iPhone.Tap menu icon in the top left corner of the
screen. Scroll down until you see the settings, and select it Select 'theme' Select 'dark' Using Gmail dark mode on Android Naturally, you can use Gmail for Android as well. Here's how: Run the Gmail app on your Android device. Click on the menu icon (three lines) in the top left corner of the screen.
Scroll down until you see the settings, and select it Select Dark theme, like many others, we're big fans of dark mode. It's easier on the eyes, and reduces how much battery power is used on the iPhone, since the screen doesn't need to illuminate black pixels on modern devices with OLED screens.
Unfortunately, not all things are dark themed, and switching back and forth, or seeing things not in dark mode, can be jarring. That's why we're not fans of the Gmail theme; The messages still carry a white background, so it really only reinforces the contrast! This is also why we prefer Canary Mail to fans
of the dark mode. It works with your Gmail email address, and has an actual dark mode that carries throughout the app. It's really nice to look at every day. Both Canary Mail and Unibox are also available for free! Both are available as part of a free seven-day trial of Setapp, the world's best performance
kit for Mac. In addition to these two apps, you'll get immediate and unlimited access to dozens of other apps available in the Setapp catalog. When the free trial is finished, unlimited access is only $9.99 per month. You can get a 10 percent discount ($8.99 per month) if you prepay for the full year! Families
will enjoy enjoying A $19.99-a-month plan that provides unlimited access to its full catalog of up to four Macs.  Give Setapp a try today! The glare of a bright phone screen can be quite annoying, and even a little painful when you're trying to read your emails at night. For Android users with a version or
later, there is a simple solution: dark mode. It changes the basic background color of your email app to muted black, making it a lot easier on your eyes. Here's how to turn it on. Check out the products mentioned in this article: Samsung Galaxy s10 (from $699.99 at Walmart)How to make a Gmail display
in dark on your AndroidThis process should take just a minute or so to complete:1. Open the Gmail app on your Android phone and log in if you need to. Select three folded lines, then select Settings. Click Settings. Devon Delfino/Business Insider 3. Click General Settings. Choose your account. Click on
the account. Devon Delfino/Business Insider 4. Select Theme. Click Theme. Devon Delfino/Business Insider 5. Set the theme on Dark. Choose Dark. Devon Delfino/Business Insider Your Gmail app will be displayed in dark mode, but you can always go back to the app settings to turn it back if you want.
Related coverage from How to Do Everything: Technology: Get Google's latest share price here. In here. dark mode for gmail app android 9
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